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Company: Optimal Recruitment

Location: Sydney

Category: other-general

The Role Working from their offices in North Sydney, the Full Stack website Developer

will be responsible for building and maintaining company websites. With demonstrated experience

in working as a Full Stack Website Developer and with a background in graphic design, you

will be using your expertise in using PHP, CSS, Html, Wordpress and WooCommerce to

maintain the websites. In addition to this, your working knowledge of Figma/ Adobe Suite

and Elementor will be used to design logos and for social media design. Your work will have a

significant impact on the continued success of the business, and you will have the

opportunity to establish your career with a global market leader. Duties Design and develop

code to produce, maintain and support websites, including creating new pages, uploading

content and updating content. Troubleshoot and resolve website issues and complications as

they arise. Regular reporting to clients on the progress of their projects, providing support on

technical issues as required. Work closely and provide support to the marketing team in

order to develop SEO-ready content. Analyse data and statistics and provide regular updates

to clients to assist with business optimisation and growth. Analyse, design and develop sites

by applying software programming and scripting languages that interface with operating

environments. Skills and Experience Ability to take a design concept and create a website.

Experience in building and maintaining Wordpress Websites. Good understanding of CSS,

HTML, PHP & Figma. Display critical thinking when building websites tailored to specific

customers, industries, and businesses. Understand the fundamental structures and

purposes of company web presences. Understand the importance of delivering client value at

every stage of web development. Experience using a diverse range of plugins. SEO
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understanding or experience is highly desirable, but not essential. Excellent communication

and stakeholder management skills with the ability to work in a fast-paced environment.

Ability to manage multiple projects and ad hoc work simultaneously. A positive,

collaborative and solution-focused attitude. Benefits Work in a supportive team who are

driven by success - this is a great opportunity for career development. A competitive salary

Exposure to top tier retailers A challenging and rewarding role Monthly company-wide

BBQ's and activities Only applicants with full working rights in Australia need apply, please

note this role is based in North Sydney. We encourage all applicants, including Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander people, people with disability, LGBTIQ+ and culturally diverse

communities.
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